**Iranian/Non-Iranian Resources about Iran on the Web**


3. Iranian News media in English:
   c. [http://english.iribnews.ir/](http://english.iribnews.ir/) (official news agency in Iran)
   d. [http://www.payvand.com/news/](http://www.payvand.com/news/) (an independent site which compile news about Iran. It is based in the US)

4. Sites of Iranian institutions and leaders (also reformist leaders):
   d. The site of Mir Hossein Musavi the leader of the Green Movement (unfortunately the English version does not get updated frequently but it gives you a flavor of what it looks like) [http://www.mir-hosseinmousavi.com/index.html](http://www.mir-hosseinmousavi.com/index.html)